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Introduction

Environmental justice (EJ) has become an important frame for understanding
battles over environmental conditions and sacred sites on indigenous lands.
Native Americans have long been a part of the US environmental justice move-
ment, and indigenous peoples have used EJ language and organizing themes in
other countries and regions as well. In the US, tribal groups participated in the
First National People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit in 1991, and
helped to shape the landmark Principles of Environmental Justice. Many of
those participants and other native groups went on to develop the US-based In-
digenous Environmental Network, to expand the scope of support for the rights
of indigenous peoples and the places they live worldwide.

These movements are part of a global process of native, tribal, and aborigi-
nal consciousness-raising over the past 20 years, replayed from Canada and
New Zealand to Peru and Nigeria. Threats to indigenous peoples—their rights,
lands, and cultures—have been a powerful catalyst to mobilization, as native
communities ªght against the companies, governments, policies, and other
forces that threaten to fragment, displace, assimilate, or drive them toward cul-
tural disintegration. In battles over environmental degradation, land rights, sa-
cred sites, food security, climate change, local ecological knowledge and more,
indigenous groups have embraced diverse notions of environmental justice.

This article argues that the environmental justice struggles of indigenous
peoples reveal a broad, integrated, and pluralistic discourse of justice—one that
can incorporate a range of demands for equity, recognition, participation, and
other capabilities into a concern for the basic functioning of nature, culture, and
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communities. We focus on the ways these movements conceptualize and articu-
late justice. We ªrst examine various discourses of justice that have emerged
from, and been employed by, activists in the US movement for environmental
justice. Next, we examine a capabilities-based approach to justice and explore
how it addresses communities. We then offer two emblematic indigenous bat-
tles from North and South America to illustrate the elements of justice articu-
lated by the groups involved. One case from northern Arizona and another
from southern Chile show how indigenous environmental justice claims are
embedded in broader struggles to preserve identity, community, and traditional
ways of life. These studies conªrm that indigenous demands for environmental
justice go beyond distributional equity to emphasize the defense and very func-
tioning of indigenous communities—their ability to continue and reproduce
the traditions, practices, cosmologies, and the relationships with nature that tie
native peoples to their ancestral lands.1 These cases illustrate the popular use of
capabilities in indigenous movements, and the applicability of capabilities the-
ory as a framework for comparative analysis. Moreover, indigenous EJ alters im-
portant elements of capabilities theory as articulated in practice, presenting in-
triguing points of departure for theorists interested in rethinking its bases.

Deªning Environmental Justice: Capabilities and Communities

Over the past two decades, the environmental justice discourse has grown with
the movements advocating it. Given the contested concept of justice at its core,
it is not surprising that the literature surrounding the movement—from both
activists and academics—utilizes a number of conceptions of justice. The initial
focus in the United States was on inequity in the distribution of environmen-
tal bads. Yet equity was never the sole understanding of injustice. The 1983
study by the General Accounting Ofªce and the 1987 report on Toxic Wastes and
Race by the United Church of Christ (UCC) brought attention to environmental
inequity and empowered the movement in its early years. However, this focus
was tied to race, oppression, and political disenfranchisement. The head of the
UCC’s Commission on Racial Justice, Benjamin Chavis, deªned “environmental
racism” as racial discrimination in the siting of toxic waste dumps and polluting
industries, unequal enforcement of environmental laws, and the exclusion of
people of color from environmental decision-making.2 Other prominent schol-
ars also focused their analyses on the relationship between race and environ-
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mental inequity, including the experiences of oppression and political disen-
franchisement.3

The concerns and goals of the movement were deªned collectively at
the 1991 First National People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit,
in the Principles of Environmental Justice.4 In her attempt to identify an en-
vironmental justice frame, Dorceta Taylor examined these 17 principles
and identiªed 25 different issues, including protection from contamination and
polluting industries, environmental policy based on mutual respect, and de-
mands for numerous rights and other capabilities: equal participation, self-
determination, ethical and sustainable land use, a healthy community and work
environment, and social and environmental education.5 These original princi-
ples explicitly identiªed indigenous issues, such as treaty responsibilities and re-
lationships between culture and nature. Note that equity was only one among
many concerns in these initial attempts to operationalize environmental justice.

Bunyan Bryant offers a deªnition that incorporates numerous conceptions
of justice, illustrating the potential of EJ to revitalize and reconstruct function-
ing communities. In Bryant’s formulation, environmental justice:

refers to those cultural norms and values, rules, regulations, behaviors, poli-
cies, and decisions to support sustainable communities, where people can
interact with conªdence that their environment is safe, nurturing, and pro-
ductive. Environmental justice is served when people can realize their high-
est potential, without experiencing the “isms.” Environmental justice is
supported by decent paying and safe jobs; quality schools and recreation;
decent housing and adequate health care; democratic decision-making and
personal empowerment; and communities free of violence, drugs, and pov-
erty. These are communities where both cultural and biological diversity are
respected and highly revered and where distributed justice prevails.6

While Bryant includes distributive justice, he presents it as contingent upon ªrst
having met a variety of other conditions of justice. He therefore offers a broad,
integrated notion of environmental justice that goes beyond mere distribu-
tional equity.

Indeed, EJ groups and scholars have offered a variety of notions over the
years, and nearly all of them go beyond a consideration of justice deªned pri-
marily as equity. These deªnitions certainly include discussions of inequity in
the distribution of environmental goods and bads.7 But they also address recog-
nition of the various cultures and races that have been at the receiving end of
that inequity,8 authentic inclusion and political participation of a broad array of
peoples and interests,9 and various capabilities necessary for individuals and
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communities to be free, equal, and functioning.10 Many discussions embody a
number of these notions simultaneously, supporting a diverse and pluralistic
understanding of the deªnition of environmental justice.11

The Capabilities Approach

We argue that the capabilities approach to justice offers just such a broad and
inclusive deªnition, and one particularly applicable in cases of indigenous envi-
ronmental justice. Furthermore, the relationship between the capabilities ap-
proach and the critiques of neoliberal development commonly referenced in
the capabilities literature, makes the concept particularly well suited for framing
indigenous EJ concerns, both North and South. Before getting to the case stud-
ies to illustrate these arguments, we outline here a capabilities approach to jus-
tice and development.

Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum have developed a theory of justice
that focuses on the capacities necessary for people to function fully in the lives
they choose for themselves.12 Their central argument is that we should evaluate
the justice of arrangements not simply in distributive terms, but more particu-
larly in how those distributions affect the ultimate wellbeing and functioning of
people’s lives. This means that the focus of justice is not simply on the distribu-
tion of various goods, but on how those goods are transformed into the capacity
for individuals to ºourish. Sen asserts that the “focus has to be, in this analy-
sis, on the freedoms generated by commodities, rather than on the commodi-
ties seen on their own.”13 Nussbaum explains that the central question is not
how satisªed someone is, or how many resources she commands, but instead
what she is actually able to do and be: “we ask not just about the resources that
are sitting around, but about how those do or do not go to work, enabling [her]
to function in a fully human way.”14 Sen’s and Nussbaum’s approaches expand
on a purely equity-based notion of justice, yet they remain squarely liberal, fo-
cusing on the freedom and functioning of individuals. Capabilities theory ex-
amines what is needed to transform available primary goods into the potential
for a fully functioning life, and considers what might interrupt that process. This
theory of justice gives ethical signiªcance to human functioning and ºourish-
ing, and ªnds harm—injustice—in forces that limit that potential.

There are differences between Sen’s and Nussbaum’s approaches. Sen’s
original focus was on broadening quality of life assessments, as manifest in
the Human Development Reports of the United Nations Development Pro-
gramme (UNDP). Sen remains expansive on the capabilities that individual
agents should have in order to enable their own functioning; he emphasizes the
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basic freedoms that help advance the general capability of people: political lib-
erties, freedom of association, economic facilities, social opportunities, trans-
parency guarantees, protective security, and a variety of economic and social
rights.15 Understanding development in the context of freedom, rather than
GDP, Sen focuses on the underlying conditions necessary for people to have
fully functioning lives and to be free to choose those lives for themselves. Rather
than offering a speciªc, universal set of capabilities to be met for all people, he
insists on public reason and deliberation—a community-based approach—to
develop more speciªc, contextual, capability sets:16

[the] problem is not with listing important capabilities, but with insisting
on one pre-determined canonical list of capabilities, chosen by theorists
without any general social discussion or public reasoning. To have such a
ªxed list, emanating entirely from pure theory, is to deny the possibility of
fruitful public participation on what should be included and why.17

For Sen, it is essential that people have the opportunity to determine the capa-
bilities necessary for functioning in their own communities. In our view, such
community-based deªnitions of capabilities are inherent in indigenous EJ—a
point to which we return below.

In contrast, Nussbaum proposes the capabilities approach “as a founda-
tion for basic political principles that should underwrite constitutional guaran-
tees.”18 Relying more on a conception of universal rights than deliberative de-
mocracy, Nussbaum defends a detailed, basic “capability set” necessary for the
functioning of any human life, no matter what an individual might choose to
do with the capabilities therein. Her full capability list includes: life; bodily
health; bodily integrity; senses, imagination and thought; emotions; practical
reason; afªliation; other species; play; and control over one’s environment.19

She argues that these capabilities, based in constitutional guarantees rather than
community deliberation, would provide the social and political bases for the
development of a fully functioning life. For Nussbaum, such guarantees would
protect minority populations from being deliberated out of protection.

One reason the capabilities approach works to deªne environmental jus-
tice is that it includes such a wide range of concerns. Young, Fraser, and Hon-
neth, for example, have developed theoretically a concern with individual and
cultural recognition as an element of justice.20 Such recognition is articulated
throughout the EJ literature. These forms of recognition are identiªable as a cen-
tral capability in Sen’s and Nussbaum’s frameworks. Likewise, political partici-
pation and procedural justice, demanded in both theoretical and movement
discourses, are also encompassed by a thorough conception of the variety of ca-
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pabilities necessary to construct a functioning life. The capability approach can
simultaneously address a number of related and interconnected issues, such as
inequality, cultural disrespect, and participatory and democratic rights.21 For all
these reasons we believe that the capability approach is particularly well suited
for understanding and analyzing indigenous environmental justice concerns.

The Importance of a Community Focus

A focus on the demands of groups in the environmental justice movement illus-
trates concerns with key capabilities and helps to operationalize the concept of
functioning. However, in order to tighten the ªt between the capabilities ap-
proach and environmental justice, particularly for indigenous cases, we must ex-
pand the frame to address the capabilities and functioning not just of individu-
als, but of communities as well. The capabilities approach to justice can offer an
important vehicle for understanding the multifaceted discourses and demands
of environmental justice activists and their communities. However, to do so,
our conception of justice must cross this key conceptual barrier.

Unlike traditional liberal political thought, contemporary movements do
not limit themselves to understanding injustice as faced only by individuals; jus-
tice for communities is often at the forefront of their interests and protests. For in-
digenous communities using environmental justice as an organizing frame, the
collective experience of injustice—the impact on the abilities of communities to
function and renew themselves—is absolutely crucial.

Sen and Nussbaum both focus primarily on individuals. However, there
has been some movement in the capabilities literature to recognize group capa-
bilities. Stewart notes the need to “analyze and categorize group capabilities as
well as individual” and argues for a focus on group and collective capabilities as
distinct from, and more than the sum of, individual capabilities.22 On the other
hand, Nussbaum explicitly denies the application of capabilities to groups.23

She is resistant to move beyond individual agents, and indeed the vast majority
of capabilities writings remain tied to a liberal individualist framework.

The theoretical discussion, however, ignores and lags behind the ways that
movements are articulating capabilities at the community level in practice. This
applied discourse should be of greater interest to capabilities theorists. A focus
on group capabilities illustrates the way that movement groups—in this case
indigenous groups—articulate their concerns from a community standpoint.
While this is a difªcult and resisted move in the world of political theory, com-
munity-based capabilities are already part of an active discourse of justice in
practice.

In practice, environmental injustice is not simply an individual experi-
ence; it is embedded in community. These are not cases in which communities
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justify the preservation of tradition in order to limit or violate the rights of indi-
viduals (as in cases of footbinding or genital mutilation). Rather, these cases ar-
ticulate injustices in terms of the negative impacts against both individuals and
communities; communities are as much the victims of inequity as are individu-
als. Getches and Pellow argue that if “the wrongs to be addressed are essentially
community wrongs, then communities, not individuals, can stake a claim to en-
vironmental justice.”24 The overall emphasis of such groups is on individual and
community functioning—including the basics of health and safety, the preser-
vation of local economies, and the preservation of local and traditional cultures
and practices—what Di Chiro calls social reproduction.25 Numerous academic
observers have also noted that the most important part of environmental justice
activism is building community capacity and facilitating community empower-
ment.26 For movement groups, environmental injustice takes away the ability of
individuals and their communities to function fully, through poor health, de-
struction of economic and cultural livelihoods, general environmental threats,
and political exclusion.

This focus on community capabilities and functioning is especially appar-
ent in indigenous cases. Indigenous activists see threats to native lands as direct
assaults not only against their peoples, but also against cultural practices and
beliefs, and the ability of their communities to reproduce those traditions. In-
digenous leaders thus articulate environmental injustice as a set of conditions
that remove or restrict the ability of individuals and communities to function
fully—conditions that undermine their health, destroy economic and cultural
livelihoods, or present general environmental threats. The overall emphasis is
on the health of the environment, the protection of local economies, and the
preservation of local and traditional cultures and practices. Speciªc demands fo-
cus not only on religious, cultural, and traditional capabilities, but also on the
political freedoms and the self-determination that enable community function-
ing. By ªghting for autonomy, land, respect, or political voice, indigenous activ-
ists are ªghting for the capabilities necessary for their communities to function
fully.

In our view, indigenous environmental struggles have pushed the concep-
tion of capabilities to a community level in practice. The articulation of commu-
nity-level necessities is clearly a challenge to the current iteration of capabilities
theory. However, we assert that the capabilities approach is indeed compatible
with such demands and with community-level units of analysis. That said, we
do not intend for this article to stand as a full-scale case for a collectivist ontol-
ogy of justice. Rather, we hope ªrst to illustrate how the discourse of capabilities
and justice used in practice applies to both individuals and communities, and
second to raise a challenge to the capabilities approach at a normative level.
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Capabilities and Indigenous Cases

In the dramatic global wave of indigenous mobilization of recent decades, most
movements have included not only claims for land, autonomy, and political
participation, but have also focused on the uses of land and natural resources
and the impacts of development on native communities. Indigenous peoples
and their allies are revaluing the ecological knowledge of their ancestors, and ty-
ing their struggles for rights and recognition directly to resource, land, and envi-
ronmental claims.27 Here, we turn to two cases from the United States and Chile
to illustrate the centrality of community capability in native struggles for envi-
ronmental justice. These cases help explain the sense of injustice that currently
fuels numerous high-proªle indigenous environmental conºicts around the
globe.

In North America, the indigenous environmental justice movement has
focused on a variety of threats to sacred lands and sites by organizing, building
political and technical capacity, and working to empower local native commu-
nities. Development and dumping projects have repeatedly taken precedence
over the preservation of landmarks and areas central to tribal identities and
community practices. As Winona LaDuke has argued, the survival of native na-
tions is directly linked to their sustainable interaction with the land, and with
the practices, ceremonies, and beliefs tied to that place.28 The ªrst case we dis-
cuss, in Northern Arizona, illustrates just such a battle for land, the preservation
of natural processes, and the necessity of cultural practices for the very function-
ing and reproduction of native nations.

In Latin America, indigenous peoples’ movements have ºourished in re-
cent decades. As dictatorships ceded power in the 1990s, civilian governments
sought to burnish their democratic credentials by renouncing assimilationist
policies and promising constitutional revisions to celebrate multi-ethnic socie-
ties. Environmental justice claims have surged to the forefront, in conºicts with
international oil companies that contaminate indigenous lands in Ecuador, Co-
lombia, and Peru, and in numerous mining, agricultural and development chal-
lenges in Nicaragua, Ecuador, and elsewhere.29 In our second case, the historic
struggles of Chile’s Mapuche Indians have evolved into a defense of land, cul-
ture, and nature against the megaprojects of industrial development.

The Arizona Snowbowl, Indigenous Resistance, and Capabilities

The San Francisco Peaks, rising over 12,000 feet on the Colorado Plateau in
Northern Arizona, are not part of any federally recognized reservation, but have
long been held sacred by 13 Native American tribes in the region. For the Na-
vajo, the Peaks are one of four sacred mountains marking the boundaries of
their home. Medicine bundles containing plants and soil from the Peaks are
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found in nearly every Navajo home; the Navajo believe that these bundles are a
conduit for communicating healing prayers to the mountain. For the Hopi, the
Peaks are the home, for half of the year, of the Katsina spirits. Appearing or liv-
ing as clouds, these spirits are responsible for bringing rain to the nearby Hopi
villages and crops—and must be treated with respect, or they will refuse to do
so. For the Hualapai, the Peaks are the site of their creation story—their Eden.
Hualapai believe water from the Peaks is sacred, and use it in sweat lodge
puriªcation ceremonies and healings.

The San Francisco Peaks are also a recreational area. Part of the Coconino
National Forest, the Peaks are home to a small, privately owned ski area, the Ari-
zona Snowbowl, on land leased from the Forest Service. In 2002, the Snowbowl
requested permission from the Forest Service to make artiªcial snow with re-
claimed sewage water, in order to provide a more predictable, and proªtable, ski
season. Since then a conºict has raged regarding the impact of such a practice
on traditional religious and cultural customs, on the recognition of the value of
these traditions, and on the environmental impacts of using reclaimed sewage
for snowmaking. Much of the discourse has centered on religious freedom, en-
vironmental justice, and the value of a particular type of economic development
over the traditional practices of the tribes.

The conºict moved through the legal system, from approval of the plan by
the US Forest Service, to appeals at the US District Court, the US Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals (both a small panel of judges and then the Court as a whole),
and the US Supreme Court. The US Forest Service and the local District Court
ruled against the tribes. The initial Ninth Circuit panel decision was strongly in
their favor, but it was later negated by the full panel (en banc). The tribes then
appealed the full Ninth District Court’s decision against them to the US Su-
preme Court, focusing their case on the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of
1993 (RFRA), but the Court denied the petition in June 2009, ending the legal
process.

In this case, the central issues for the tribes relate to a conception of justice
and to a critique of development, both of which illustrate the salience of a capa-
bilities framework. In terms of justice, there is little, if any, reference in the tribal
response to the Snowbowl proposal that directly addresses the question of
equity in the distribution of goods and bads. Instead, the central issues are rec-
ognition and respect of traditional tribal and spiritual practices, autonomy
and participation in the political decision-making process, and environmental
health impacts (both to nature and human communities)—all “capabilities” in
the parlance of Sen and Nussbaum. In addition, the tribes see the Snowbowl
case as another example of a limited focus on “economic development” over
other values and the community good—where the government is on the side of
a particular form of economic growth at the expense of other possible common
values and goods. Here, tribes articulate numerous concerns that mirror the ca-
pabilities approach.

Over the course of the Snowbowl battle, the local tribes articulated their
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concerns in numerous ways. Most broadly, the tribes argued against the snow-
making proposal for a variety of reasons related to the ability of their cultures to
function, survive, and thrive in the face of what they see as a direct attack on
their traditional community practices. While the Forest Service was considering
the proposal, Navajo President Joe Shirley stood clear on the reasons for resist-
ing the plan:

The San Francisco Peaks is the essence of who we are. It is a Holy place of
worship that was placed in the West for our sacred prayers and worship. It is
. . . the Holy house of our sacred deities whom we pray to and give our offer-
ings. . . . It is also a place where we gather and collect our sacred herbs for
healing and our way of life ceremonies yearlong . . . The United States of
America will commit genocide by allowing the desecration of the essence of
our way of life.30

Similarly, on the day the Forest Service approved the wastewater snowmaking
plan, the main opposition coalition of tribes and environmental organizations,
Save The Peaks, called the decision an afªrmation of a “government policy of ra-
cial intolerance” that “perpetuates the slow murder of Native American cultures
. . .”31 As apt as the phrase may be to describe US policy toward native nations
over the decades, cultural genocide is not something used lightly by the tribes in
this instance. Importantly, the concept of genocide is applied to cultural prac-
tices rather than to mass killings. From the tribal standpoint the impact is the
same: the demise of a functioning and thriving people.

Later tribal arguments surrounding the Snowbowl proposal have generally
been articulated as religious rights and human health issues. Importantly, those
foci have developed within the legal avenues open to the tribes: The Religious
Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA), and the National Environmental Pol-
icy Act of 1969 (NEPA). Still, if we understand religious expression/rights, rec-
ognition and respect, and environmental health as basic capabilities necessary
for the tribal communities to function, the language of the groups opposing
snowmaking with treated wastewater ªts within the capabilities approach to
justice. The argument of the tribes has to do with the lack of recognition of
tribal spiritual and cultural practices, but it also has to do with the relationship
between that lack of recognition and the ability of the community to practice
and renew those traditions for a new generation.

The difference between the two Ninth Circuit Court decisions is striking in
terms of recognition and respect. The initial decision by a small panel of judges
explicitly distinguishes the different tribes and their particular spiritual and cul-
tural practices as they relate to the San Francisco Peaks, and explores closely
how those practices would be impacted by the use of reclaimed sewage water for
snowmaking.32 The decision quotes from traditional medicine men and healers,
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noting their speciªc concerns with reclaimed water. For example, both Navajo
and Hualapai cannot conceive of using water that has come from mortuaries or
hospitals in medicinal ceremonies. Such water is contaminated by being
“touched by death,” and there is no concept of “reclaimed” water after it is so
tainted. The ªrst decision cites tribal claims that the mountain, made impure,
would no longer be a source of herbs or medicines; such a condition, for the
Navajo, would be “a devastation for our people. Medicine bundles would be ru-
ined.”33 For Hopi, the purity of the spirits is central, and intruding on that “in a
manner that is really disrespectful to the Peaks and to the spiritual home of the
Katsina, it affects the Hopi people.”34 The Court’s decision understands and
places appropriate value on the fact that the desecration of the home of the
Katsina, according to the tribe, “will undermine the Hopi faith and Hopi way.”
The Forest Service understood that tribal religious practices require pure natural
resources from the Peaks, and yet did not recognize the importance of such
practices. The Court explicitly describes the potential impact on the functioning
of native cultures:

Navajo Appellants presented evidence in the district court that, were the pro-
posed action to go forward, contamination by the treated sewage efºuent
would prevent practitioners from making or rejuvenating medicine bundles,
from making medicine, and from performing the Blessingway and healing
ceremonies. Hopi Appellants presented evidence that, were the proposed ac-
tion to go forward, contamination by the efºuent would fundamentally un-
dermine their entire system of belief and the associated practices of song,
worship, and prayer, that depend on the purity of the Peaks, which is the
source of rain and their livelihoods and the home of the Katsinam spirits.35

The point here is not only the importance of recognition of the speciªc prac-
tices, but also how those practices are a basic capability necessary for a function-
ing culture and community.

In contrast, the later en banc majority decision of the Ninth Circuit Court36

shows no recognition between these religious and cultural practices and the ul-
timate functioning and renewal of the tribes. The opinion is openly dismissive
of native religions (on a decision regarding the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act) and the idea of sacred areas. Unlike the previous decision, there is no de-
scription of particular religious practices or quotes from tribal members’ testi-
mony; it mentions only “Indians’” conceptions of their lives as intertwined with
particular mountains, rivers, trees, etc. In an important sense, the judges fail to
recognize tribal beliefs; indeed, they openly malign and dismiss them.37 Cru-
cially, the majority claim that:
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the only effect of the proposed upgrades is on the Plaintiffs’ subjective, emo-
tional religious experience. That is, the presence of recycled wastewater on
the Peaks is offensive to the Plaintiff’s religious sensibilities . . . (and) de-
crease[s] the spiritual fulªllment they get from practicing their religion on
the mountain.38

Here, the issue is simply an inconvenience to one’s own individual spiritual
feelings, rather than a practice that sustains a culture. There is no recognition of
the testimony of tribal members, the role the practices related to the Peaks have
on tribal culture, or of the relationship between the capability to practice
religious tradition and the functioning of the communities as a whole. The
connection between the capability of recognition and the functioning of
a community—or in this case the absence of the ªrst endangering the second—
could not be more starkly expressed than in the contrast between these two
opinions.

The latter decision also illustrates the contrast between understanding the
issues and capabilities at hand as individual as opposed to collective. The en
banc decision focuses on the subjective harm done to individuals, and makes no
mention of the collective harm. Tribal testimony, on the other hand, repeatedly
made the case that the practices and ceremonies were collective and related to
the functioning of the various cultures that rely on the Peaks. The central capa-
bilities in question—recognition and respect, autonomy and participation in
political decisions, control over environment, bodily health and integrity,
afªliation—were articulated at the community level by tribal representatives
who testiªed on the issue. The “burden,” as the court was required to examine,
is not just to individual spiritual sensibilities, but also more directly to a num-
ber of capabilities necessary for the local communities to function fully.

While not central to the court case focus on religious rights and environ-
mental health, another issue in the Snowbowl battle has to do with economic
development. Speciªcally, the question is how the community is to value
such development against the interests and functioning of the local tribes.
Snowbowl itself, along with the local Chamber of Commerce in Flagstaff, has
long contended that snowmaking—even with reclaimed sewage—would aug-
ment winter income in the region, not only to the ski area, but also to local
businesses, restaurants, and hotels. The proponents argue that the development
would bring about a more stable winter ski economy, as opposed to one de-
pendent on the vagaries of natural weather patterns in the high desert.

Yet the resistance to this argument by the local tribes and their allies illus-
trates much of the critique of neoliberal development embodied in Sen’s capa-
bility approach. As Sen argues, “economic growth cannot sensibly be treated as
an end in itself. Development has to be more concerned with enhancing the
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lives we lead and the freedoms we enjoy.”39 In other words, the goal of develop-
ment must be the promotion and expansion of valuable capabilities.40 Oppo-
nents of the snowmaking proposal argue that the proposed form of develop-
ment has no respect for tribal ways of life, and elevates the potential of slight
economic growth over the health and functioning of indigenous communities.
As a volunteer with Save the Peaks lays out: “The question is, what do we value
more: a healthy community, ecological integrity and the cultural survival of
more than 13 Indigenous Nations, or the interests of a single for proªt ski busi-
ness?”41

In a broad array of issues framing the indigenous resistance to the snow-
making proposal, we see elements of both the capabilities approach’s broad in-
terpretation of justice and its critique of standard values of development. Here,
it is quite clear that the conception of environmental justice at play is much
broader than one based solely on equity, or on individuals alone. Indigenous
environmental justice is more closely aligned with a pluralistic and community-
oriented capabilities approach to justice and development.

Indigenous Resistance and Community Capabilities in Mapuche Chile

Southern Chile is the ancestral home of the Mapuche, who resisted conquest
by Incan, Spanish, and Chilean forces until the late nineteenth century. The
national government imposed a system of reservations, challenging Mapuche
cultural integrity and excluding them from the political decisions affecting their
lives. Early twentieth century governments likewise pressed a culturally and
economically devastating agenda of land colonization, subdividing and redis-
tributing reservation lands to non-indigenous buyers, eventually pushing the
Mapuche onto ªve percent of their original territory.42

In the 1960s and 1970s, Mapuche communities mobilized and beneªtted
from national land reforms, but that meager progress was quickly reversed fol-
lowing General Pinochet’s 1973 military coup. The dictator’s radical neoliberal
policies opened Mapuche lands to privatization, prohibited traditional commu-
nal land use, and limited indigenous families to six hectares of land.43 To pro-
mote market-oriented development, the state extended land concessions, subsi-
dies, and tax breaks to mining and timber companies and developers.44 The
military ruled with paternalism and repression, yet the indigenous movement
sustained resistance across 17 years of dictatorship.

Another wave of Mapuche mobilization unfolded during the restoration
of democracy. The Concertación (Coalition of Parties for Democracy) promised
land devolution and political recognition during the 1989 campaign, and a year
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later the new president, Patricio Aylwin, launched a “Special Commission for
Indigenous Peoples” to write a new indigenous law, establish constitutional rec-
ognition, and promote ratiªcation of International Labour Organization Con-
vention No. 169 (on indigenous and tribal peoples).45 The 1993 Indigenous
Law represented this promise of inclusion, justice, self-determination, and in-
digenous rights. It created the CONADI (National Corporation for Indigenous
Development), to institutionalize indigenous leaders as agents of their peoples’
futures, and established a Land Fund for restoring usurped territory.46

At the same time, Chile’s nascent environmental movement sought demo-
cratic opportunities to address a legacy of environmental neglect.47 The Concer-
tación promised to prioritize sustainability and accountability in the creation of
new environmental norms, procedures, and institutions, especially with the
1994 Environmental Framework Law and the creation of the National Environ-
mental Commission (CONAMA).

Given the long history of exclusion, exploitation, and neglect, many
Mapuche leaders were skeptical of this purportedly new era. Others, however,
hoped for authentic citizenship and redress of longstanding historical injus-
tices. Ultimately those hopes evolved into a third wave of Mapuche protest,
marked by greater militancy, fragmentation, and repression.48 When develop-
ment projects have threatened the Mapuche, state agencies have favored in-
dustrial interests over the capabilities and functioning of indigenous communi-
ties.49

The Ralco Dam Conºict

The Concertación pursued Pinochet’s program to develop a series of hydroelec-
tric dams in the Upper Bío Bío River Basin, the heart of Mapuche territory. In
1990, the National Electricity Company (ENDESA) began building the ªrst, the
Pangue. It generated tremendous controversy, including a discourse of “ethno-
cide” and a denunciation by the President of the World Bank. The protections of
the new indigenous and environmental laws were tested when ENDESA (by
then owned by a Spanish industrial group) pursued a second dam, Ralco. The
project threatened signiªcant ecological and cultural disruption, including the
forced relocation of hundreds of Pehuenche families from their ancestral homes
(the Mapuche subgroup who inhabit the highlands).50

As with the Arizona Snowbowl, the initial institutional response was
encouraging. The democratic government opened space for public criticism
and the appearance of respect for Pehuenche cultural functioning. A 1996
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CONAMA review committee rejected ENDESA’s Environmental Impact Study
(EIS) on grounds that it understated the potential for environmental and cul-
tural destruction. However, executive intervention soon dampened those hopes;
President Eduardo Frei pressured ofªcials to permit addendums, and the EIS
was approved. Mapuche hopes shifted to CONADI, whose indigenous council-
ors were positioned to defeat the dam. However, in April 1997, the president
unilaterally removed Ralco’s opponents from their CONADI ofªces, including
the national director, a Mapuche leader.

By 1998, the company initiated construction, threatening sites sacred to
the Pehuenche, including burial grounds and the special ªeld reserved for a reli-
gious rite known as nguillatún. Ralco workers also used dynamite near the Machi
Curi, a sacred stone and national historic monument.51 The Pehuenche believe
that an ancient mystic priest is buried under the stone and still performs mira-
cles there. In the early stages of construction, workers avoided the hill where the
stone rests due to protests and political pressure; the locals attributed this to the
power of the Machi Curi.

Hoping to halt construction, two more CONADI councilors announced
their opposition in July 1998, but the president demanded their resignations
and replaced them with supporters.52 By August, the council was headed for a
tiebreaker in the hands of the new director, another Mapuche, Domingo Nam-
uncura. Knowing that Namuncura planned to vote against Ralco, the president
demanded his resignation and installed the agency’s ªrst non-indigenous direc-
tor, Rodrigo González, who approved the relocation plan. Several families re-
fused to move and the controversy dragged on for several years, but by 2003 the
holdouts had accepted ENDESA’s terms, and the dam was complete, inundating
the villages, sacred sites, and ancestral territories of hundreds of Pehuenche
families.

The conºict revealed profoundly different interpretations of the new
laws and institutions with regard to the functioning of indigenous communi-
ties. For Frei’s government, “the objective of the CONADI is to act as a develop-
ment agency, not as the representation of the indigenous world.”53 In contrast,
indigenous leaders viewed CONADI as a vehicle to ensure the restoration, func-
tioning, and wellbeing of indigenous communities. The Indigenous Law, the
CONADI, and the Environmental Law were supposed to ensure that the de-
struction and humiliation of the Pangue dam would never be repeated in the
Mapuche heartland. Instead, on behalf of Ralco, the administration “usurped”
and “de-indianised” “our CONADI,” provoking further protest and radicaliza-
tion.54
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To the Mapuche, Ralco represents an egregious distributive inequity—
forced relocation and the inundation of ancestral homeland to produce beneªts
to be enjoyed by others (electricity to be carried out of the region). The case rep-
resents procedural injustice as well: “Why choose the territory of the Pehuenche,
ºooding what little land the state has left them with? Because they lack
power.”55 Ralco was a direct strike against community capacity, undermining the
ability of Pehuenche communities to function through the destruction of na-
ture, culture, tradition, and livelihoods. The relocation agreements fragmented
and dispersed the families far from home. The reservoir eliminated their vil-
lages, burial grounds, and sacred sites. Perceived economic beneªts for the na-
tion were placed above the ecological integrity of the watershed and above the
cultural survival of the peoples tied to that land. According to Domingo
Namuncura, native groups across Chile viewed relocation of the Pehuenche as
an “eradication” effort: “we see Ralco as the symbolic expression of the threat of
‘modernity’ and ‘progress’ to the indigenous people of Chile . . . ; we don’t want
your progress to rub out our culture.”56 Again, this conception of injustice centers
on the threat to indigenous community capabilities and functioning.

Timberland Conºicts

Pinochet also prioritized industrial forestry, subsidizing company plantations
on privatized former Mapuche lands. Concertación governments continued the
strategy; timber accounts for 34 percent of Chilean exports, second to copper.57

For many Mapuche, the restoration of their ancestral lands is the crucial precon-
dition toward establishing and defending viable, functioning communities. Fol-
lowing democratization, indigenous leaders pressed for land reform and for
new mechanisms to curtail timberland acquisition. When the government
failed to respond, militant Mapuche groups revived strategies of protest and
land-seizure. Aylwin’s government reacted harshly, employing the Anti-Terrorist
and Internal Security Laws Pinochet had used to silence his political opponents;
by 1992, the government had imprisoned 144 Mapuche protesters.58

The Indigenous Law and Land Fund raised some hopes for justice. In
1997, the descendants of two 19th century Mapuche chieftains ªled a claim for
3,000 hectares in Lumaco, now held by Forestal Arauco, one of the largest com-
panies. When the company fought back in court, frustrated Mapuches inter-
cepted three logging trucks and set them on ªre. The government responded
by imprisoning 12 more protesters under the anti-terrorism law. With land res-
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toration stalled, conºicts erupted throughout the region. By September 1998,
15,000 hectares were in dispute between 473 indigenous families and the tim-
ber companies.59 Protests, land seizures, roadblocks, and imprisonments con-
tinued. To the Mapuche, government actions conªrmed the preference for one
particular conception of economic development—one that favors landowners
and large corporations over the wellbeing and cultural functioning of the native
communities.

In 2000, President Ricardo Lagos came to power on a platform prioritizing
indigenous rights. His government distributed 50,000 hectares to native com-
munities, increased CONADI’s budget, and expanded indigenous representa-
tion.60 He also launched the Historical Truth and New Deal Commission to de-
velop strategies for justice and reconciliation. However, the 2003 report’s
recommendations were blocked by conservative senators and southern land-
owners who argued that indigenous self-determination could lead to “dismem-
berment of the Chilean state.”61 Seeing little progress, Mapuche protests and
land invasions resumed. Lagos responded with force; by the end of his term,
hundreds of Mapuche activists had been arrested and many remained in
prison.62

As with Ralco, the timber conºicts revealed differing perceptions of the
state’s obligation to provide the capacities necessary for the Mapuche people to
function fully in the lives they choose. Though Frei’s and Lagos’ executive cabi-
nets imparted an economic development mission to CONADI, its staffers
tended to view their role as supportive of community capabilities. According to
one CONADI ofªcial, “The Ministry of Finance pressed us to tell them about the
economic return of such and such land devolution, when what we evaluated
were the sociological and anthropological links between a community and a
plot of land, the moral nature of the reparation.”63

The Mapuche struggle for justice, land, autonomy, and recognition contin-
ues today. The dark memory of Ralco hangs over the next Bío Bío dam proposal,
Angostura. In the timber conºict zones of Arauco and Traiguén, Mapuche fami-
lies have recovered about 20,000 and 12,000 hectares, respectively. Neverthe-
less, the two largest companies alone hold 1.2 million hectares, compared to
about 700,000 total hectares of Mapuche land.64 President Michelle Bachelet
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campaigned on a pledge to end the use of terrorism and security laws against
the Mapuche and to make good on the Concertación’s promise of indigenous
recognition.65 However, the Organization of Friends and Families of the
Mapuche Political Prisoners charged her government with “racism and state ter-
rorism,” and her term was marred by Mapuche hunger strikes and by sustained
pressure from national and international human rights groups.66

On 22 January 2008, Mapuche prisoner Patricia Troncoso concluded 109
days on a hunger strike. From her hospital bed in Chillán, Patricia’s letter to
President Bachelet articulates precisely the Mapuche sense of environmental in-
justice in the face of neoliberal development priorities:

From here, I want to encourage you to continue defending us from this pred-
atory economic system that is seeking to pillage the little bit of nature we
have left, and it is inhumane, because any economic project in our Mapuche
territory is considered more valuable than we are, and immoral because the
only human goals it leaves us are money and consumerism.67

In a climate of sustained repression, Sen’s emphasis on political freedoms
is particularly salient. However, the Mapuche struggle is not just a struggle for
land or political rights; it is a struggle for the health of the environment, the
protection of traditional village economies, respect for sacred sites, and the pres-
ervation of native religion, language, culture, and practices. These are, in Sen’s
and Nussbaum’s terms, community capabilities, essential to the functioning
and ºourishing of a people, and to the defense of their cultural connection to
their ancestral home.

Conclusion

The indigenous response to the Snowbowl proposal demonstrates the central
concerns of the capabilities approach, both in terms of its broad and integrative
interpretation of justice, and in terms of Sen’s concerns about the economic
reductionism of development for development’s sake, at the cost of other val-
ues. In southern Chile, it is also clear that indigenous conceptions of environ-
mental justice expand beyond a traditional emphasis on distributive inequities,
and even beyond political exclusion and residual authoritarianism. In northern
Arizona and southern Chile alike, indigenous environmental justice struggles
demonstrate a broad, pluralistic, community-centered capabilities approach to
justice and development.

In the southwestern US, indigenous activism has responded to the im-
pacts of development projects on the autonomy of local nations and their com-
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munities’ ability to survive. In movements against coal mining, oil and natural
gas drilling, industrial use of scarce aquifer water, and numerous other threats to
local resources, much of the indigenous response is related to the capacity for
communities and cultures to thrive. Further, the relationship between these bat-
tles against energy projects, and the coming impacts of climate change and on
the functioning of both natural and cultural communities, has motivated indig-
enous activists. The plan put together by southwest indigenous participants in
the “Just Transitions” movement, for example, directly addresses a move away
from energy practices destructive to tribes and the planet to those based in alter-
native and local energy strategies that could sustain the ºourishing and func-
tioning of both.

Indigenous environmental justice has also begun to reshape local strug-
gles in southern Chile. Native groups are increasingly mobilized over threats
like toxic waste, landªlls, road and airport construction, cellulose plants, and in-
dustrial salmon farming operations.68 Water treatment facilities in more than 40
Mapuche communities have contaminated local rivers and lakes.69 Community
leaders are responding to the environmental health threats from 28 solid waste
dumps.70 In 2005, 1,300 people protested a landªll in Vilcún,71 and CONAMA
registered 349 complaints by local residents against a landªll in Pumanal.72

As painful as the setbacks have been, Mapuche communities now recognize
the many ways that the development priorities of outsiders can impinge nega-
tively upon the functioning of their communities, and they are mobilizing in
response.

We believe the cases presented here provide empirical, discursive evidence
for a community-based, capabilities-centered conception of environmental jus-
tice, building from Amartya Sen’s and Martha Nussbaum’s work on capabilities
and human functioning. This approach embraces the great diversity of the
world’s indigenous peoples, and recognizes the multiplicity of local environ-
mental struggles. It provides a broad and integrative way of understanding how
varied indigenous demands for equity, participation, dignity, autonomy, rights,
and recognition can undergird a quest for the basic functioning of communi-
ties, the integrity of cultures, and the defense of local, inherited links between
culture and nature. In North America, South America, and around the world, in-
digenous demands for environmental justice may begin with claims for distrib-
utive and procedural justice, but the discourses of these movements quickly
move into broader issues of capability and functioning. To more fully compre-
hend current claims and discourses, a conception of justice must address the
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fundamental capacity of indigenous communities to sustain the lives and liveli-
hoods they value.
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